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Physics (For March 2020 Exam)Oswaal ICSE Question
Bank Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved Papers,
Class-10, English Paper-1 Language (For 2021
Exam)ICSE Art of Effective English Writing for Classes
IX-X (2021 Edition)APC Understanding Information
Technology 8ICSE Biology Book-II For Class-XEnglish
Grammar in Use with Answers, Thai EditionOswaal
ICSE Sample Question Papers Class 10 Geography
(For March 2020 Exam)Oswaal CBSE Sample Question
Paper Class 10 Science (For March 2020 Exam)An
Angel in DisguiseLakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 8

ISC Commerce Class-XII (Vol.Ii)
Understanding Information Technology series is
written as per the requirements of the ICSE and CBSE
schools, imparting knowledge in the field of
Information and Technology. The series contains a
number of special features: • The topics are explained
in lucid language in a systematic way. • The series
provides basic and comprehensive knowledge of the
subject as per today’s needs. • The presentation of
the books makes the subject interesting for the
students. • The series also contains a high-level
language at all levels to develop the fundamental
concept of programming techniques.

Oswaal CBSE Question Bank Class 10,
Science (For 2021 Exam)
CBSE Curriculum was most recently updated on 29th
March 2019 for Academic year 2019 – 2020. There
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were major changes observed which will have direct
impact on the Question Paper design for Board
Examinations 2019. Keeping this in mind Oswaal
Sample Question Papers have been thoroughly
updated as per the latest Board guidelines. This
makes them extremely relevant for Exam oriented
study. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: SelfStudy Mode Ten Sample Question Papers covering
important concepts from an examination perspective
(1-5 solved and 6-10 for Self-Assessment) Exam
Preparatory Material Answers from the CBSE Marking
Scheme upto March 2019 Exam with detailed
explanations as per the word limit for exam-oriented
study. Answering Tips & Commonly Made Errors for
clearer thinking. On Tips Notes On tips notes, Mind
Maps & Grammar charts facilitate quick revision of
chapters NCERT & Oswaal 150+ concept videos for
digital learning. WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU:
Latest CBSE Curriculum Strictly based on the latest
CBSE curriculum issued on 29th March 2019 for
Academic Year 2019-2020, for classes 9 to 12
following the latest NCERT Textbook. Latest Typology
OF Questions Objective Type Questions included as
per the latest design of the question paper issued by
CBSE. Most Likely Questions ‘Most likely questions’
generated by our editorial Board with 100+ years of
teaching experience. About Oswaal Books: Oswaal
Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To
ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented
content, we take due care in developing our Panel of
Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of
combined experience, Subject Matter Experts with
unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic
educationists, professionals with a keen interest in
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education and topper students from the length and
breadth of the country, together form the coveted
Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise,
guidance and a keen eye for details that the content
in each offering meets the need of the students. No
wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in
every student’s heart!

The Merchant of Venice
The Sound Machine (A Roald Dahl Short
Story)
Well-labelled illustrations, diagrams, tables, figures
and experiments have been given to support the text,
wherever necessary. At the end of each chapter, Key
Terms have been given. A variety of Review
Questions, according to the latest examination
pattern, has been provided for adequate practice.

American Government, Second Edition
Malcolm Gladwell's provocative new #1 bestseller -now in paperback. Three thousand years ago on a
battlefield in ancient Palestine, a shepherd boy felled
a mighty warrior with nothing more than a pebble and
a sling-and ever since, the names of David and
Goliath have stood for battles between underdogs and
giants. David's victory was improbable and
miraculous. He shouldn't have won. Or should he? In
DAVID AND GOLIATH, Malcolm Gladwell challenges
how we think about obstacles and disadvantages,
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offering a new interpretation of what it means to be
discriminated against, suffer from a disability, lose a
parent, attend a mediocre school, or endure any
number of other apparent setbacks. In the tradition of
Gladwell's previous bestsellers-The Tipping Point,
Blink, Outliers and What the Dog Saw-DAVID AND
GOLIATH draws upon history, psychology and
powerful story-telling to reshape the way we think of
the world around us.

Doors2
Arundeep's ICSE 10 Years Solved Papers for Class X
develops deep understanding of the subject and will
help you excel in your Board Exams of 2021. ICSE 10
Years Solved Question Paper Highlights: It includes all
the 15 subject papers English I, English II, Hindi,
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics, History and
Civics, Geography, Commercial Studies, Commercial
Applications, Economics, Economics Applications,
Computer Application and Physical Education, Prepare
thoroughly with the latest CISCE Curriculum question
papers and solved answers from 2010 - 2020 Get
familiarized with the Style and Type of questions
Proper marking schemes applied for Self Assessment
Special topic on Creating Vision Board, maintaining
Study Log and Tips on Exam Countdown.

David and Goliath
FROM THE PUBLISHER: It is very rightly said that if we
teach today as we taught yesterday, then we rob our
children of tomorrow. We at Oswaal Books, are
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extremely upbeat about the recent changes
introduced by CBSE in its latest curriculum for
2020-2021. We have made every possible effort to
incorporate all these changes in our QUESTION BANKS
for the coming Academic Year. Updated & Revised
Oswaal Question Banks are available for all the
important subjects like ENGLISH, MATHS, SCIENCE,
HINDI, SOCIAL SCIENCE (SST), COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS & SANSKRIT Some of the key benefits
of studying from Oswaal Question Banks are: •
Chapter-wise/ Topic-wise presentation for systematic
and methodical study • Strictly based on the latest
CBSE Curriculum issued for Academic Year
2020-2021, following the latest NCERT Textbook and
Exemplar • Previous Years' Question Papers with
Marking Scheme & Toppers' Answers for examoriented study • Remembering, Understanding,
Application, Analysing & Evaluation and Creation
Based Question based on Bloom's Taxonomy for
cognitive skills development • Latest Typologies of
Questions developed by Oswaal Editorial Board
included • Mind Maps in each chapter for making
learning simple • 'Most likely Questions' generated by
Oswaal Editorial Board with 100+ years of teaching
experience • Suggested videos at the end of each
chapter for a Hybrid Learning Experience IMPORTANT
FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode • Chapter
wise/Topic wise Previous Years’ Board Examination
Questions to facilitate focused study • Latest Board
solved paper along with Marking Scheme and
Handwritten Topper’s Answers for practice Exam
Preparatory Material • Answers of CBSE Marking
Scheme up to March 2019 Exam with detailed
explanations to score full marks in exams • Answering
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Tips & Commonly Made Errors for clearer thinking AllIn-One • Revision notes, Mind Maps & Grammar
charts facilitate quick revision of chapters • NCERT &
Oswaal 150+ concept videos for digital learning
WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU: Latest CBSE
Curriculum Strictly based on the latest CBSE
curriculum issued for Academic Year 2020-2021,
following the latest NCERT Textbook. Latest Typology
of Questions Latest Typologies of Questions like
Multiple Choice Questions,Tabular based Questions,
Passage based Questions, Picture based Questions,
Fill in the Blanks, Match the Following, etc. have been
exclusively developed by the Oswaal Editorial Board
and included in our Question Banks. Most Likely
Questions ‘Most likely questions’ generated by our
editorial Board with 100+ years of teaching
experience. About Oswaal Books: We feel extremely
happy to announce that Oswaal Books has been
awarded as ‘The Most Promising Brand 2019’ by The
Economic Times. This has been possible only because
of your trust and love for us. Oswaal Books strongly
believes in Making Learning Simple. To ensure
student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented content,
we take due care in developing our Panel of Experts.
Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of combined
experience, Subject Matter Experts with unmatchable
subject knowledge, dynamic educationists,
professionals with a keen interest in education and
topper students from the length and breadth of the
country, together form the coveted Oswaal Panel of
Experts. It is with their expertise, guidance and a
keen eye for details that the content in each offering
meets the need of the students. No wonder, Oswaal
Books holds an enviable place in every student’s
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heart!

TeacherNI ICSE Predictive Papers 2014 |
Grade X. 5 Subjects (Geography, History,
English, Maths, Hindi)
CBSE Curriculum was most recently updated on 29th
March 2019 for Academic year 2019 – 2020 and the
latest CBSE SQP for 2020 was released on 19th
September 2019. There were major changes observed
which will have direct impact on the Question Paper
design for Board Examinations 2020. Keeping this in
mind Oswaal CBSE 2020 Sample Question Papers
have been compiled for all the subjects in one single
book. Hence, this book becomes extremely relevant
for Exam oriented study. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF
THE BOOK: • Latest CBSE Curriculum Strictly based
on the latest CBSE curriculum issued on 29th March
2019 for Academic Year 2019-2020, following the
latest NCERT Textbook. • Latest Typology OF
Questions as per CBSE 2020 SQP All Questions as per
the latest CBSE 2020 Sample Question Paper released
on 19th September have been included in all the
SQPs. • Detailed Answers for all the Questions
Detailed Answers developed by Oswaal Editorial
Board have been given for each question. WHAT THIS
BOOK HAS FOR YOU: • All Subjects in one Book All the
CBSE 2020 SAMPLE PAPERS have been compiled in a
single book making studying easy. • Exam Ready
Material By studying from this book, a student can be
sure of scoring well. • Concept Videos & NCERT
Videos Oswaal Concept Videos and NCERT Videos
have been given for a digital edge. About Oswaal
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Books: Oswaal Books strongly believes in Making
Learning Simple. To ensure student-friendly, yet
highly exam-oriented content, we take due care in
developing our Panel of Experts. Accomplished
teachers with 100+ years of combined experience,
Subject Matter Experts with unmatchable subject
knowledge, dynamic educationists, professionals with
a keen interest in education and topper students from
the length and breadth of the country, together form
the coveted Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their
expertise, guidance and a keen eye for details that
the content in each offering meets the need of the
students. No wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable
place in every student’s heart!

Oswaal ICSE Sample Question Papers
Class 9 Chemistry (For March 2020
Exam)
Preparing for any Examination calls for a lot of
discipline and perseverance on the part of a student.
We at Oswaal Books have always strived to be a
student’s closest companion, his guiding light and his
trusted friend by helpinghim sail through this
important phase with utmost ease and confidence
and emerge a winner!! In order to excel, a student not
only has to be updated with the latest CISCE Board
curriculum but also stay focused and use necessary
exam tools to his advantage. CISCE has released an
updated curriculum for Academic Year 2020-2020 on
which Oswaal Books has based all its Exam
Preparatory Material. Oswaal Books has always been
proactive to follow the changes proposed by the
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Board and implement the same as soon as possible to
put the students, parents and teachers at ease. The
Oswaal ICSE Sample Question Papers have been
developed as per the latest Board guidelines in order
to support the students during the crucial exam
preparatory phase. They provide the most formidable
combination of Questions along with top notch
Learning Tools to empower the students to conquer
every examination they face. Each Sample Question
Paper has been designed with a lot of care and
precision. Our panel of experts have tried their best to
arrange each Sample Question Paper in such a way
that it gives the students an exact feel of the Final
Examination. Special care has been taken to keep all
the solutions simple and precise. 5 Sample Paper are
solved in this book itself, while for the solutions of the
other 5, you can visit www.oswaalbooks.com and
download the solutions at any time. (Refer to the QR
code). Some of the key highlights of Oswaal Sample
Papers are: • Ten Sample Question Papers covering
important concepts from an examination perspective
(1-5 solved and 6-10 for Self-Assessment) • All
Typologies of Questions specified by CISCE included
for examination success • On Tips Notes for crisp
revision • ‘Answering Tips’ for clearer thinking • ‘Mind
Maps’ for improved learning • Oswaal Grammar
Charts to facilitate effective concept clarification
(Only in English SQPs) We hope Oswaal Sample
Papers empower each and every student to excel,
now and always!! OSWAAL BOOKS = LEARNING MADE
SIMPLE

10 Years Solved Papers: ICSE Class 10
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for 2021 Examination
ICSE Predictive Question Papers for 2014 as per the
ICSE syllabus covering 5 subjects including
Geography, English (Literature & Language), Hindi,
Maths, History. Solutions are available online.
Instructions provided inside book after purchase.
TeacherNi experts with over 300 years combined
teaching experience have set these papers. Unlock
Brilliance with Prediction Papers, Solutions with
Marking Scheme, Upload your answer sheet for
Correction by Experts, Simplified Study Notes,
Revision MCQ's, Past Prelim Papers & Board Papers
with Solution. SUBSCRIBE NOW online!

The Tempest (2010 edition)
Art of Effective English Writing

The Railway Children
The Tempest is a popular text for study by secondary
students the world over. This edition includes
illustrations, preliminary notes, reading lists (including
websites) and classroom notes.

Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy
(Second Edition Text)
In every student book you will find: Extensive
speaking, pronunciation and vocabulary sections
Thorough grammar sections with clear examples and
practice Comprehensive listening activities with
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scripts Contemporary, engaging reading materials
taken from authentic sources Writing Banks with the
chance to practice different writing styles And finally,
the Review and Practice pages after each unit bring
all the learning activities together ActiveBook is a
complete digital version of the Students' Book on one
CD. It is a convenient and simple tool with easy
navigation and zoom facility. Videos and audios
embedded in the text are available at the touch of a
button from a student's computer screen.

Qaddafi's Green Book
Preparing for any Examination calls for a lot of
discipline and perseverance on the part of a student.
We at Oswaal Books have always strived to be a
student’s closest companion, his guiding light and his
trusted friend by helpinghim sail through this
important phase with utmost ease and confidence
and emerge a winner!! In order to excel, a student not
only has to be updated with the latest CISCE Board
curriculum but also stay focused and use necessary
exam tools to his advantage. CISCE has released an
updated curriculum for Academic Year 2020-2020 on
which Oswaal Books has based all its Exam
Preparatory Material. Oswaal Books has always been
proactive to follow the changes proposed by the
Board and implement the same as soon as possible to
put the students, parents and teachers at ease. The
Oswaal ICSE Sample Question Papers have been
developed as per the latest Board guidelines in order
to support the students during the crucial exam
preparatory phase. They provide the most formidable
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combination of Questions along with top notch
Learning Tools to empower the students to conquer
every examination they face. Each Sample Question
Paper has been designed with a lot of care and
precision. Our panel of experts have tried their best to
arrange each Sample Question Paper in such a way
that it gives the students an exact feel of the Final
Examination. Special care has been taken to keep all
the solutions simple and precise. 5 Sample Paper are
solved in this book itself, while for the solutions of the
other 5, you can visit www.oswaalbooks.com and
download the solutions at any time. (Refer to the QR
code). Some of the key highlights of Oswaal Sample
Papers are: • Ten Sample Question Papers covering
important concepts from an examination perspective
(1-5 solved and 6-10 for Self-Assessment) • All
Typologies of Questions specified by CISCE included
for examination success • On Tips Notes for crisp
revision • ‘Answering Tips’ for clearer thinking • ‘Mind
Maps’ for improved learning • Oswaal Grammar
Charts to facilitate effective concept clarification
(Only in English SQPs) We hope Oswaal Sample
Papers empower each and every student to excel,
now and always!! OSWAAL BOOKS = LEARNING MADE
SIMPLE

ISC Art Of Effective English Writing Class
XI And XII
It is very rightly said that if we teach today as we
taught yesterday, then we rob our children of
tomorrow. With this vision, CISCE has yet again
updated and released its curriculum for the upcoming
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Academic Year. With all the refreshing changes and
updates, the way ahead looks exciting for students
and teachers alike! We at Oswaal Books, are also
extremely upbeat about the recent changes. We have
made every possible effort to incorporate all these
changes in our books for the coming Academic Year.
Questions incorporated in this book follow the latest
syllabus, pattern and marking guidelines of the
Council to guide the candidates to answer with
precision. This will help students to get familiar with
the examination techniques. These Question banks
are available for all important subjects like Maths,
English, Hindi, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, History &
Civics, Geography, Commercial Studies, Commercial
Applications, Economic applications & Computer
Applications & Economics. We at Oswaal Books never
try to teach our readers. We on the other hand,
provide them the conditions in which they can learn
and train their mind to think! After all Education is
what remains after one has forgotten what one
learned in school. Some of the key benefits of
studying from Oswaal Solved Papers are: • Strictly
based on the latest CISCE Curriculum issued for
Academic Year 2020-2021 • Previous Years' Board
Questions for in depth study • Handwritten Toppers'
Answers • Answering Tips and Examiner’s Comments
• Answers strictly as per the ICSE Marking Scheme •
All Typology of Questions included for exam-oriented
study • Revision Notes for comprehensive study •
‘Mind Maps’ in each chapter for making learning
simple. Suggested videos at the end of each chapter
for a Digital Learning Experience IMPORTANT
FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode ICSE
Chapter wise/Topic wise 10 years’ Solved papers ICSE
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Previous 10 years’ Examination Questions to facilitate
focused study Exam Preparatory Material Latest
Solved paper with Handwritten Topper’s Answers
Answers from ICSE Marking Scheme -2018 with
detailed explanations as per the word limit for
perfection in answering final exam questions Board
Examiner comments and answering tips for clearer
thinking. Suggestions for Students to score full marks
in Exams Topics and concepts found difficult by
students All-in -one Chapter wise & Topic wise
introduction to enable quick revision Mind Maps for
improved learning WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU:
Latest ICSE Curriculum Strictly based on the latest
CISCE curriculum and examination specifications for
Academic Year 2020-2021, for class 10 Latest
Typology OF Questions Latest typology of questions
are included as per the latest design of the question
paper issued by CISCE Hybrid Learning Suggested
videos for digital learning About Oswaal Books: We
feel extremely happy to announce that Oswaal Books
has been awarded as ‘The Most Promising Brand
2019’ by The Economic Times. This has been possible
only because of your trust and love for us. Oswaal
Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To
ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented
content, we take due care in developing our Panel of
Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of
combined experience, Subject Matter Experts with
unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic
educationists, professionals with a keen interest in
education and topper students from the length and
breadth of the country, together form the coveted
Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise,
guidance and a keen eye for details that the content
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in each offering meets the need of the students. No
wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in
every student’s heart!

Oswaal ICSE Pullout Worksheet Class 10,
English Paper-2 (Literature) (For March
2020 Exam)
Contains rules and advice for improved effectiveness
in written and oral English and a section explaining
common grammatical errors

Long Walk to Freedom
The book that inspired the major new motion picture
Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is
one of the great moral and political leaders of our
time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication
to the fight against racial oppression in South Africa
won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of
his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from
more than a quarter-century of imprisonment,
Mandela has been at the center of the most
compelling and inspiring political drama in the world.
As president of the African National Congress and
head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he
was instrumental in moving the nation toward
multiracial government and majority rule. He is
revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for
human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO
FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating
autobiography, destined to take its place among the
finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for
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the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the
extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle,
setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.

Oswaal CBSE 2020 Sample Question
Paper Class 10 (For March 2020 Exam)
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr.
McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.

ICSE 10 Years Solved Papers Class 10 for
2021 Examinations
Lakhmir Singh’s Science is a series of books which
conforms to the NCERT syllabus. The main aim of
writing this series is to help students understand
difficult scientific concepts in a simple manner in easy
language. The ebook version does not contain CD.

Oswaal ISC Question Bank Chapterwise &
Topicwise Solved Papers, Class 12,
English Paper-1 (For 2021 Exam)
Loyalties
Arundeep's ICSE 10 Years Solved Papers for Class X
develops deep understanding of the subject and will
help you excel in your Board Exams of 2021. ICSE 10
Years Solved Question Paper Highlights: It includes all
the 15 subject papers English I, English II, Hindi,
History and Civics, Geography, Mathematics, Physics,
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Chemistry, Biology, Computer Application, Physical
Education, Economics, Economics Applications,
Commercial Studies, Commercial Applications.
Prepare thoroughly with the latest CISCE Curriculum
question papers and solved answers from 2010 2020. Get familiarized with the Style and Type of
questions Proper marking schemes applied for Self
Assessment Special topic on Creating Vision Board,
maintaining Study Log and Tips on Exam Countdown.

Oswaal ISC Question Bank Chapterwise &
Topicwise Solved Papers, Class 12,
Computer Science (For 2021 Exam)
ISC Commerce Class-XII (Vol.Ii)

Longman History & Civics Icse 8
Oswaal ICSE Sample Question Papers
Class 9 English Paper 2 Literature (For
March 2020 Exam)
Preparing for any Examination calls for a lot of
discipline and perseverance on the part of a student.
We at Oswaal Books have always strived to be a
student’s closest companion, his guiding light and his
trusted friend by helpinghim sail through this
important phase with utmost ease and confidence
and emerge a winner!! In order to excel, a student not
only has to be updated with the latest CISCE Board
curriculum but also stay focused and use necessary
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exam tools to his advantage. CISCE has released an
updated curriculum for Academic Year 2018-2020 on
which Oswaal Books has based all its Exam
Preparatory Material. Oswaal Books has always been
proactive to follow the changes proposed by the
Board and implement the same as soon as possible to
put the students, parents and teachers at ease. The
Oswaal ICSE Sample Question Papers have been
developed as per the latest Board guidelines in order
to support the students during the crucial exam
preparatory phase. They provide the most formidable
combination of Questions along with top notch
Learning Tools to empower the students to conquer
every examination they face. EachSample Question
Paperhas been designed with a lot of care and
precision. Our panel of experts have tried their best to
arrange each Sample Question Paper in such a way
that it gives the students an exact feel of the Final
Examination. Special care has been taken to keep all
the solutions simple and precise. 5 Sample Paper are
solved in this book itself, while for the solutions of the
other 5, you can visit www.oswaalbooks.com and
download the solutions at any time. (Refer to the QR
code). Some of the key highlights of Oswaal Sample
Papers are: • Ten Sample Question Papers covering
important concepts from an examination perspective
(1-5 solved and 6-10 for Self-Assessment) • All
Typologies of Questions specified by CISCE included
for examination success • Answers from the CISCE
Marking Scheme upto 2018 Exam with detailed
explanations as per the word limit for exam-oriented
study • Latest Board Specimen Paper & Handwritten
Topper’s Answer sheet for effective exam preparation
• On Tips Notes for crisp revision • ‘Answering Tips’
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for clearer thinking • ‘Mind Maps’ for improved
learning • Oswaal Grammar Charts to facilitate
effective concept clarification (Only in English SQPs)
We hope Oswaal Sample Papers empower each and
every student to excel, now and always!! OSWAAL
BOOKS = LEARNING MADE SIMPLE

New Total English
The Tale of Peter Rabbit
How I Taught My Grandmother to Read
and other Stories
FROM THE PUBLISHER: It is very rightly said that if we
teach today as we taught yesterday, then we rob our
children of tomorrow. With this vision, CISCE has yet
again updated and released its curriculum for the
upcoming Academic Year. With all the refreshing
changes and updates, the way ahead looks exciting
for students and teachers alike! We at Oswaal Books,
are also extremely upbeat about the recent changes.
We have made every possible effort to incorporate all
these changes in our books for the coming Academic
Year. Questions incorporated in this book follow the
latest syllabus, pattern and marking guidelines of the
Council to guide the candidates to answer with
precision. This will help students to get familiar with
the examination techniques. These Question banks
are available for all important subjects like Maths,
English Paper 1 & 2, Hindi, Physics, Chemistry,
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Biology, History, Computer Science & Economics. We
at Oswaal Books never try to teach our readers. We
on the other hand, provide them the conditions in
which they can learn and train their mind to think!
After all Education is what remains after one has
forgotten what one learned in school. IMPORTANT
FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode ISC
Chapter wise/Topic wise 10 years’ Solved papers ISC
Previous 10 years’ Examination Questions to facilitate
better understanding Exam Preparatory Material
Latest Solved paper with Handwritten Topper’s
Answers Answers from ISC Marking Scheme -2018
with detailed explanations as per the word limit for
perfection in answering final exam questions Board
Examiner comments and answering tips for clearer
thinking. Suggestions for Students to score full marks
in Exams Topics and concepts found difficult by
students All-in -one Chapter wise & Topic wise
introduction to enable quick revision Mind Maps for
improved learning WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU:
Latest CISCE Curriculum Strictly based on the latest
CISCE curriculum and examination specifications for
Academic Year 2020-2021, for class 12 Latest
Typology OF Questions Latest typology of questions
are included as per the latest design of the question
paper issued by CISCE Hybrid Learning Suggested
videos for digital learning About Oswaal Books: We
feel extremely happy to announce that Oswaal Books
has been awarded as ‘The Most Promising Brand
2019’ by The Economic Times. This has been possible
only because of your trust and love for us. Oswaal
Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To
ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented
content, we take due care in developing our Panel of
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Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of
combined experience, Subject Matter Experts with
unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic
educationists, professionals with a keen interest in
education and topper students from the length and
breadth of the country, together form the coveted
Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise,
guidance and a keen eye for details that the content
in each offering meets the need of the students. No
wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in
every student’s heart!

High School English Grammar and
Composition
FROM THE PUBLISHER: It is very rightly said that if we
teach today as we taught yesterday, then we rob our
children of tomorrow. With this vision, CISCE has yet
again updated and released its curriculum for the
upcoming Academic Year. With all the refreshing
changes and updates, the way ahead looks exciting
for students and teachers alike! We at Oswaal Books,
are also extremely upbeat about the recent changes.
We have made every possible effort to incorporate all
these changes in our books for the coming Academic
Year. Questions incorporated in this book follow the
latest syllabus, pattern and marking guidelines of the
Council to guide the candidates to answer with
precision. This will help students to get familiar with
the examination techniques. These Question banks
are available for all important subjects like Maths,
English Paper 1 & 2, Hindi, Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, History, Computer Science & Economics. We
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at Oswaal Books never try to teach our readers. We
on the other hand, provide them the conditions in
which they can learn and train their mind to think!
After all Education is what remains after one has
forgotten what one learned in school. IMPORTANT
FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode ISC
Chapter wise/Topic wise 10 years’ Solved papers ISC
Previous 10 years’ Examination Questions to facilitate
better understanding Exam Preparatory Material
Latest Solved paper with Handwritten Topper’s
Answers Answers from ISC Marking Scheme -2018
with detailed explanations as per the word limit for
perfection in answering final exam questions Board
Examiner comments and answering tips for clearer
thinking. Suggestions for Students to score full marks
in Exams Topics and concepts found difficult by
students All-in -one Chapter wise & Topic wise
introduction to enable quick revision Mind Maps for
improved learning WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU:
Latest CISCE Curriculum Strictly based on the latest
CISCE curriculum and examination specifications for
Academic Year 2020-2021, for class 12 Latest
Typology OF Questions Latest typology of questions
are included as per the latest design of the question
paper issued by CISCE Hybrid Learning Suggested
videos for digital learning About Oswaal Books: We
feel extremely happy to announce that Oswaal Books
has been awarded as ‘The Most Promising Brand
2019’ by The Economic Times. This has been possible
only because of your trust and love for us. Oswaal
Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To
ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented
content, we take due care in developing our Panel of
Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of
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combined experience, Subject Matter Experts with
unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic
educationists, professionals with a keen interest in
education and topper students from the length and
breadth of the country, together form the coveted
Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise,
guidance and a keen eye for details that the content
in each offering meets the need of the students. No
wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in
every student’s heart!

Modern American Usage
A complete course in ISC English for classes XI-XII is
covering the syllabus prescribed by the council for the
Indian School Certificate examinations,New Delhi for
the ISC examinations in and after 2013.

To Sir with Love
Year after year CISCE has been introducing changes
in the curriculum of various classes. We, at Oswaal
Books, closely follow every change made by the
Board and endeavor to equip every student with the
latest study material to prepare for the Final
Examinations. The latest offering from us are these
Worksheets. They are entirely based on the Latest
Syllabus & Question Paper Design issued by the Board
for Academic Year 2019-2020 These aim at providing
comprehensive practice material for every chapter to
ensure that every concept is revised in totality. These
are prepared by experienced teachers who have
translated their expertise into making these
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worksheets a wholesome study package. Every
worksheet contains a mix of questions, for which the
maximum marks and time are mentioned to create an
exam-oriented study material. Our worksheets strictly
follow the CISCE Syllabus and include the following: •
Chapter-wise pullout worksheets with ample space for
writing answers • All Typologies of Questions
specified by the Board for the specific classes. •
Previous Years Questions for effective exam
preparation • Solutions can be downloaded free from
our website www.oswaalbooks.com

Oswaal CBSE Sample Question Papers
Class 12 Physics (For March 2020 Exam)
These are just some of the questions you will find
answered in this delightful collection of stories
recounting real-life incidents from the life of Sudha
Murty-teacher, social worker and bestselling writer.
There is the engaging story about one of her students
who frequently played truant from school. The
account of how her mother’s advice to save money
came in handy when she wanted to help her husband
start a software company, and the heart-warming tale
of the promise she made-and fulfilled to her
grandfather, to ensure that her little village library
would always be well supplied with books. Funny,
spirited and inspiring, each of these stories teaches a
valuable lesson about the importance of doing what
you believe is right and having the courage to realize
your dreams.

Oswaal ICSE Question Bank Chapterwise
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& Topicwise Solved Papers, Class-10,
English Paper-1 Language (For 2021
Exam)
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY CARYL PHILLIPSIn 1945,
Rick Braithwaite, a smart, highly educated ex-RAF
pilot, looks for a job in British engineering. He is
deeply shocked to realise that, as a black man from
British Guiana, no one will employ him because of the
colour of his skin. In desperation he turns to teaching,
taking a job in a tough East End school, and left to
govern a class of unruly teenagers. With no
experience or guidance, Braithwaite attempts to instill
discipline, confound prejudice and ultimately, to
teach.

ICSE Art of Effective English Writing for
Classes IX-X (2021 Edition)
This exciting new book explores the role of
government, politics, and policy in American lives. Full
of real life applications and scenarios, this text
encourages and enables political thinking. The second
edition has been updated to include recent
developments in U.S. politics and government. This
includes the description and analysis of the 2016
elections as well as the early Trump administration.
Chapters have expanded coverage of immigration
policy, environmental policy, economic policy, and
global affairs (including counterterrorism policy). The
text also includes analysis of racial issues in
contemporary American politics and law. It also
addresses questions about the state of the economy,
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jobs, and wages. Hyperlinks and URLs provide
"deeper dives" into various topics and examples of
comparative politics.

APC Understanding Information
Technology 8
The Merchant of Venice has been performed more
often than any other comedy by Shakespeare. Molly
Mahood pays special attention to the expectations of
the play's first audience, and to our modern
experience of seeing and hearing the play. In a
substantial new addition to the Introduction, Charles
Edelman focuses on the play's sexual politics and
recent scholarship devoted to the position of Jews in
Shakespeare's time. He surveys the international
scope and diversity of theatrical interpretations of The
Merchant in the 1980s and 1990s and their different
ways of tackling the troubling figure of Shylock.

ICSE Biology Book-II For Class-X
This is an adaptation of Essential Grammar in Use for
Thai elementary learners.

English Grammar in Use with Answers,
Thai Edition
When their father is taken away by strangers, the
lives of three children are altered forever. They move
with their mother to a cottage by a railway. The
railway becomes their playground, and they befriend
the rail workers and passengers who eventually help
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to reunite them with their father.

Oswaal ICSE Sample Question Papers
Class 10 Geography (For March 2020
Exam)
This is the second book in a series which contains
photographs of doors primarily from Ireland and
Scotland accompanied by quotations about doors
which are thought provoking and evocative. This is a
book that will help you to think about yourself and the
world around you and find peace in the familiar and
not-so-familiar images.

Oswaal CBSE Sample Question Paper
Class 10 Science (For March 2020 Exam)
The Sound Machine is a short, sharp, frightening story
from Roald Dahl, the master of the shocking tale. In
The Sound Machine, Roald Dahl, one of the world's
favourite authors, tells a sinister story about the
darker side of human nature. Here, a curious
invention reveals a horrifying truth about plants . . .
The Sound Machine is taken from the short story
collection Someone Like You, which includes
seventeen other devious and shocking stories,
featuring the wife who serves a dish that baffles the
police; a sculpture comes between a scheming wife
and her put-upon husband; the man waiting to be
bitten by the venomous snake asleep on his stomach;
and others. 'The absolute master of the twist in the
tale.' (Observer ) This story is also available as a
Penguin digital audio download read by Adrian
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Scarborough. Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide
acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, James and the Giant Peach, Matilda, and
many more classics for children, also wrote scores of
short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing
tales have often been filmed and were most recently
the inspiration for the West End play, Roald Dahl's
Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories
continue to make readers shiver today.

An Angel in Disguise
An Angel in Disguise is one of Timothy Shay Arthur's
classic sermons.

Lakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 8
CBSE Curriculum was most recently updated on 29th
March 2019 for Academic year 2019 – 2020. There
were major changes observed which will have direct
impact on the Question Paper design for Board
Examinations 2019. Keeping this in mind Oswaal
Sample Question Papers have been thoroughly
updated as per the latest Board guidelines. This
makes them extremely relevant for Exam oriented
study. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: SelfStudy Mode Fifteen Sample Question Papers covering
important concepts from an examination perspective
(1-5 solved and 6-15 for Self-Assessment) Exam
Preparatory Material Answers from the CBSE Marking
Scheme upto March 2019 Exam with detailed
explanations as per the word limit for exam-oriented
study. Answering Tips & Commonly Made Errors for
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clearer thinking. On Tips Notes On tips notes, Mind
Maps & Grammar charts facilitate quick revision of
chapters WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU: Latest
CBSE Curriculum Strictly based on the latest CBSE
curriculum issued on 29th March 2019 for Academic
Year 2019-2020, for classes 9 to 12 following the
latest NCERT Textbook. Latest Typology OF Questions
Objective Type Questions included as per the latest
design of the question paper issued by CBSE Most
Likely Questions ‘Most likely questions’ generated by
our editorial Board with 100+ years of teaching
experience About Oswaal Books: Oswaal Books
strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To
ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented
content, we take due care in developing our Panel of
Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of
combined experience, Subject Matter Experts with
unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic
educationists, professionals with a keen interest in
education and topper students from the length and
breadth of the country, together form the coveted
Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise,
guidance and a keen eye for details that the content
in each offering meets the need of the students. No
wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in
every student’s heart!
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
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YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
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